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Dear Sir/Madam, 

 
STANDING INSTRUCTION FOR FOREIGN MARKETS FOR CLIENTS 
TRADING ONLINE 
 
I/We hereby instruct DBS Vickers Securities to convert all foreign markets contracts 
settled in foreign currencies (i.e. USD, CAD, HKD, GBP or such other currencies as may 
be accepted by DBS Vickers Securities from time to time) into Singapore Dollars and to 
deduct the converted amount from my/our DBS GIRO Bank Account at such time as 
DBS Vickers Securities deems appropriate. 
 
I/We understand that I/we have to ensure sufficient funds in my/our DBS GIRO Bank 
account on and from the applicable Settlement Date. If the GIRO deduction is 
unsuccessful for any reason, I/we agree to bear any loss or costs incurred by DBS 
Vickers Securities due to exchange conversion, exchange rate losses, force-selling 
and/or in connection with this instruction. 
 
I/We further understand that if I/we did not make any further arrangement with DBS 
Vickers Securities in time in the event that the GIRO arrangement failed, DBS Vickers 
Securities is entitled to force sell my/our buy position on Settlement Date + 3 market 
days or such time as DBS Vickers Securities sees necessary in accordance with 
applicable laws, regulations or exchange rules. 
 
I/we further understand that if I/we terminate my/our DBS GIRO linkage to DBS Vickers 
Securities, I/we would need to make separate arrangements to pay in foreign currency 
or to sell fully paid-for shares of the same market or to sell the overdue outstanding 
stocks of the same market. 
 
This standing instruction will remain in force and effect until I/we revoke it by using the 
applicable revoke form provided by DBS Vickers Securities. 
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